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What term should we plan for?
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# Reply 

You should have noticed in the materials above that planning is often done for the short, medium, and
long term. When attempting to preserve heritage resources through planning, what are the
advantages/disadvantages of these time frames for planning? Which do you think is the most
effective? Why?

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)

Sep 4, 2018

" 

While time frames vary, I've noticed that the general process of how to approach planning is the
same, no matter the time frame or scale of the process. 1. Understand your resource (how does it
function currently in the community, how is it perceived, what was its past use/history) through
inventory and analysis. 2. Set your parameters (geographic location, time frame for project,
budget). 3. Diagnose what the issues are that will have to be overcome. 4. Evaluate potential and
hoped-for positive outcomes of the planning document. 5. Outline the steps that it will take to get
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through the issues and to the positive outcomes. 

I think the advantages and disadvantages of varying time frames depend on the project itself. But
in general, while longer time frames allow for more accurate assessment and more community
involvement, shorter time frames provide an urgency that "gets things done" and doesn't allow for
delays in projects because of multiple people being involved. Shorter projects are also more
appropriate, I think, for conservation projects that deal with environmental issues or disasters
(projects that seek to mitigate pollution, flood damage, etc., or even prevent some of these
things).  Projects with more complicated circumstances, such as trying to promote growth or
economic boosts, probably need longer periods of assessment and both more community
involvement and "expert" assessments/advice. Projects that involve stable buildings with
communities who foster a sense of conservation prioritization may be okay with a longer timeline. 

Thus I don't think there is a way to place timelines on a scale of "effectiveness" unless the project
is first specified. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)Ann Wilkinson

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Brittany, I really like your reference to "scale of the process" and your suggestion to apply five
simplified steps to assessing resource and preservation needs before planning decisions are
made. It sounds like this type of approach reflects the resiliency planning that we read about,
and would also aid in identifying the diversity of potential re-use and marketing that Renko
emphasized as a key to Corning's success.

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)

Sep 13, 2018

" 

This is an interesting way of looking at things - in terms of urgency. Shorter term planning
being something more related to immediate needs and longer more aspirational.
Comprehensive plans for cities -- long term plans -- are often more amorphous and difficult to
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assess outcomes, whereas some shorter term plans have outcomes that are easier to
assess/measure. 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)David Kieser

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)

Sep 4, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Short Term Planning

Short term planning is classified as a period of 0 to 5 years. Short term planning does not take in
to account long term consequences from present day decisions. This is a distinct disadvantage.
Short term planning does identify immediate needs such as saving an endangered historical
structure. It would also include immediate need  items such as window replacement or tuck
pointing of brick on a historic structure. This is a big advantage. Short term planning could also
identify structures that need to be stabilized immediately.

Medium Term Planning  

Medium term planning is classified as a period of 5 to 7 years. Medium term planning would help
identify structures in a neighborhood or historic district in need of repair. Medium term planning
does not take in to account long terms actions. This is a big disadvantage. It does help in the
inventory process for the planning in a historic district.

Long Term Planning   

Long term planning is classified as a period of greater than 10 years. Long term historic
preservation planning is included as part of community's comprehensive plan. This is a huge
advantage. It does not however, identify short term specific actions. The long term goals of this
type of planning are sometimes too general.   

I prefer short term planning as it helps me identify specific actions for historic structures
that may have immediate needs such as a new roof or window replacement. It could also
help me identify an endangered historic structure.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Dave, you've answered one of the questions I had about the definition of these terms. I think a
plan needs to identify these up front to set expectations.

I would propose that there ought to be several short-term actions that have a very concrete
result and happen in a fairly short time (way less than five years) so that people can see
something happening and it sets the stage for the long term actions. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)

Sep 8, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I like this idea, Krista!  Quick wins build confidence and show progress.  Always a great
way to start a project!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)

Sep 13, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I also like this idea of quick wins building confidence. It is also a way to get
community buy-in for longer term strategies. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)Ann Wilkinson

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

David, Krista, and Janet--
hear-hear for pointing out the progressive nature of planning, with short-term plans being
stepping stones to medium, and medium and small stepping stones to long term plans!
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)

Sep 13, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Nice breakdown of the time frames here, Dave. Also - I am not surprised that you, as an
engineer, are in favor of shorter term planning! This is the get things done term - one where
you can set up clear, measurable, definable goals. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 4, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Preservation planning is a pragmatic way to provide for the protection of a community’s historic
resources and character. Among other things, a preservation plan identifies and articulates
community preservation goals, lets current and future property owners know how the community
intends to grow, helps eliminate confusion about local zoning laws and ordinances, educates the
public about the community’s history and heritage, creates an agenda for future preservation work
and creates a way to measure preservation’s progress.

Because the process of adopting a preservation plan encompasses collaborative efforts between
historic preservation commission members, municipal departments, elected officials, and
community advocates, the use of a long-term plan is warranted. A community that includes a
preservation component as part of long-term plan recognizes the importance of local heritage and
the built environment.  Also, long-term plans work to encourage economic development over time.
The idea of "scenario planning" as Dalton discussed in the reading comes to mind for long-term
planning because of its ability to be adaptable. 

When considering long-term vs. short-term plans it seems that long-term allows for much more
integration from the community and all-involved. The planning process is such an involved
undertaking that perhaps a short-term, or medium plan would be suitable for strictly limited
projects within a community. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921991)Jean Cooper

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921991)

Sep 7, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Phyllis,

I love that you recognize collaborative efforts. One group cannot handle a project alone and
there also needs to be community buy in.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 7, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Not only does collaboration make heavy work light in the short term, it also builds a broad
base of support that would prove useful down the road in the event of potholes
threatening to ruin the plan. If multiple constituencies work to preserve something, they'll
feel more vested in the resource. You'd be surprised how far "oh, my mom worked on
that--i don't want to see it fail" goes when the going gets tough and a resource needs
advocates

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 8, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Hi Antone,

I totally agree with your views on how collaborative efforts reinforce a broad base.
Groups that have a sense of connection to particular projects--usually do all they can
to see their projects brought to completion.

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos " 
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(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 8, 2018

# Reply 

Hi Jean,

Community buy in is very important as it allows for those involved to feel connected to
particular projects and to see their collective efforts come to fruition.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)Ann Wilkinson

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Phyllis, your emphais on the "Co-operation, Collaboration, Communication" approach to HP
planning is merited, but I don't think this methodology is best represented in long-term plan
execution, although long-term plans demonstrate the need to constantly be seeking balance in
the 'three Cs'. I feel like short term plans also require a full emplementation of this approach,
with Communication topping the list. I think this because in short term plans, there is more
urgency for consensus and/or trust with time being of the essence. It could be I am lumping all
short-term plans in with mitigation or recovery situations without good reason....

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Ann,

I think the inclusion of what you referred to as the three C's can be applicable to short,
medium and long-term planning. Not just limited to long-term. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6885048)Cameon Eisenzimmer

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6885048)

Sep 9, 2018

" 

Phyllis,
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"A preservation plan identifies and articulates community preservation goals, lets current and
future property owners know how the community intends to grow, helps eliminate confusion
about local zoning laws and ordinances, educates the public about the community’s history
and heritage, creates an agenda for future preservation work and creates a way to measure
preservation’s progress."

Have you worked with a city council on creating a preservation plan? I would be interested to
hear your thoughts on community involvement and engagement with the plan. Our city has
very little community engagement, in any area of government. I don't know if it's the civic
leaders who don't appear to really be trying to reach the constituents or the constituents are
tired of voicing their opinions and elected officials doing the exact opposite. Members of the
community have become apathetic to any type of preservation plan as it appears community
voices are actively silenced.

"Because the process of adopting a preservation plan encompasses collaborative efforts
between historic preservation commission members, municipal departments, elected officials,
and community advocates, the use of a long-term plan is warranted. A community that
includes a preservation component as part of long-term plan recognizes the importance of
local heritage and the built environment. Also, long-term plans work to encourage economic
development over time. The idea of "scenario planning" as Dalton discussed in the reading
comes to mind for long-term planning because of its ability to be adaptable."

Next, have you found that preservation plans are actively followed or simply a box to be
checked and then placed on the bookshelf? While the communities have a worked with have
preservation plans, they have them in name only. They are updated as required by law, but
shelved until another update is required. The phrase, "it is better to ask for forgiveness than
ask for permission," is often quoted here.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 10, 2018

" 

Cameon,

My background is grounded in art history, I have yet to "work with a city council on a
preservation plan." I am new to HP and look forward to perhaps having the opportunity to
do so. From your responses to my post it appears as though you have encountered a
disconnect with community involvement, how unfortunate.
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Edited by Phyllis Asztalos (https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278) on Sep 10, 2018 at 7:23pm

# Reply 

However, your response "I believe that overall, long term planning is difficult to assess.
There are so many changes at the local, state and federal level, that would have an
impact on any type of long term planning. In addition, the rate of turnover in positions of
power could be in the dozens. What one elected official sees as the future of a community
in twenty years, is highly unlikely to be the same future as the elected official four years
later" justifies why the process is so arduous and complicated.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)

Sep 13, 2018

# Reply 

" 

The importance of community participation aspects of preservation planning -- any
kind of planning and indeed any kind of preservation -- cannot be overstated. There
are definite barriers to this - the apathy mentioned is often a result of something along
the lines of study fatigue. Different groups go into communities collecting data,
making promises, etc. and often administrations change long before anything is
accomplished. This is one issue that is important to consider in the long term. It is
arguably pointless to plan without community participation though - you would have
buy in from constituents, there will be no long-term community investments, etc. 

Tony makes a great point here about taking advantage of the knowledge of various
community members to create a well-crafted plan. I hope he will share more with the
class in future posts about how his own work with the community has been beneficial
for his job. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)Lorie Dunn

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)

Sep 5, 2018

" 

Short Term planning can meet an immediate need for a community or a resource.  If, for example,
a community has been destroyed by a natural disaster, it may be necessary to deal with
immediate problems such as housing families quickly or allowing businesses to reopen quickly. It
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# Reply 

may fill an emergency housing need, financial emergency or a sudden shift in population.  Often
when planning for the short term, the planning may not be prepared to survive unexpected
changes to the economic situation of an area such as a major employer leaving the community or
possible environmental effects to the surrounding habitat.  It also may not give time for public
participation.  If the public has not been given a chance to voice their opinions and needs, they
may not “buy in” to the project plan or changes.

Medium range planning for a community or resources may allow more community participation
and more contingencies for future economic and social changes. Midrange planning may be the
result of compromise between two sides of an issue and although it doesn’t plan for everything in
the long term, it may be the only option to get the preservation project started. Unfortunately it may
also be more expensive, than a short term plan, in both time and finances.  This could be at a time
when the public or community officials are wanting immediate and low cost solutions to their
problems. 

Long term planning, which in my opinion, would be ideal takes into account the how the
preservation project would survive physically and financially in the future and how it will shape the
community and environment in the future.  It would allow for the public to participate in the
planning and decision making.  A better plan can be developed that will take into consideration the
effects on the environment, new growth, disaster plans and allow for contingency planning. 
Disadvantages include the higher cost in both time and money.  Also, no matter how long term we
plan, there will always be unexpected variables. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Lorie, many good points about involving the public. The level of buy-in from the public is
probably the most important factor to determine the success of a project.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 8, 2018

" 

Lorie, 
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# Reply 

Your post touched on so many good points and ideas. I can totally see short-term planning
coming to the rescue of historic properties due to the damaging effects of hurricanes and other
weather related disasters. 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)

Sep 13, 2018

# Reply 

" 

The unexpected variables are important to think about here - its an interesting
consideration of how you deal with these by term. I also like that you have brought up the
planning in various terms here relating to resiliency as there are needs at every term to
address these issues. Thinking of hurricanes - there is an immediate response for post-
disaster, a mid-term approach for addressing structural fixes like storm shutters, roofing,
etc., and a long-term approach to things like climate change and rising seas. Excellent
point to bring up here. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 5, 2018

" 

No resource, no matter how important, can survive without meeting some immediate needs. This
includes the needs of the resource (emergency preservation needs, budget constraints etc.) and
the needs of the community (housing, relevancy etc.). However, if longer-term needs aren't taken
into account (like ever-changing budgets, changing community, changing professional standards)
then said resource will have a shelf life and the hard work and resources that went into preserving
it early on will have been for naught.

I'm constantly aware of budget cycles and the importance of understanding potential future
limitations in funding. At the Parks District here in Riverside County, several important historical
sites were purchased by the county in the 1970s. These sites received lots of funding for the first
10 years, but the next 20 were tough times. The result for most of these sites, thankfully, wasn't
permanent damage. However, in one case (a historic adobe home) that wasn't the case, and
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decades of neglect by the county have resulted in the building being nearly destroyed and the
county having to spend thousands of dollars for emergency intervention. So I'm a personal fan of
long-term planning.

But, since the long-term future is unknowable, I'd settle for medium-term planning as being the
most effective. It allows planners to address immediate concerns while laying the foundation for
future projects.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)

Sep 5, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Antone, 

Great point about the budget cycles. I worked with an urban planner this summer who said
that city planning projects in general tend to ignore upkeep funds, which allows hard work and
perhaps even more importantly, community morale, to decline. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 7, 2018

" 

It's an ongoing frustration of mine. I frankly don't see enough plans (of any sort,
preservation or otherwise) take into account the "worst case scenario" for the future of
their project. A preservation plan should operate, at least on some level, with the
expectation that not everything will proceed according to plan in the years ahead and
should take that into consideration when they design the short-term projects. A perfect
example is another of my sites: a historic ranch that sits on a perennial spring. Instead of
designing our irrigation system (for landscaping) so it could use this water, they hooked up
our system to city water. Well, city water is expensive and to cut back on our bills, the
District soon after severely limited our use of the water. The result is a huge loss in
vegetation--essentially wasting the thousands they had spent to plant the plants in the first
place. Now, had they planned for the inevitable budget cuts and high cost of water (were
essentially in a desert here), they would have spent the money to utilize the very spring
that was historically used to irrigate over 100 of farmland. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 7, 2018

# Reply 

" 

*100 acres of farmland

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I'm particularly interested in farmland preservation, so your anecdote is interesting.
Ideally the ranch could be reinterpreted and used to actually grow food for the
community again--but that would be an extremely long-term plan. I wonder why
decisions that don't seem obvious in any way are frequently made in plans like these?
For example, a bus station in Eastern Kentucky is currently being converted into an
"art center" using (what I've heard is) a multi-million dollar grant. Who, in the tiny town
that they are putting it in, is going to supply the art? Organize the exhibits or courses?
Make sure that local artists are featured but also that the community is interested in
what is featured? 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Actually we're entering into an agreement with a agriculture education nonprofit
that teaches people to become successful farmers. They'll be growing crops at
another of our sites that was a historic ranch. It's going to be a trial and if it's
successful well expand to our other sites. This sort of agreement will save us
money in landscaping, fits our mission for community outreach, increases our
ability to interpret the agricultural history at the site and is just generally
awesome. Fingers crossed it goes well!
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5161176)

Sep 13, 2018

# Reply 

" 

You make an interesting point here, Tony, about the lack of truly comprehensive
planning. It is always frustrating that we aren't wholistic about our strategies - thinking
of the environment, culture, economic development, social justice, etc. all separately.
This leads to poor communication, no collaboration, duplication of efforts, wasted
funds, and just bad planning. 

Also - the worst case scenario planning is a good approach. There are contingencies
that should be planned for. Resiliency planning more than other things seems to deal
with this idea. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 8, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Antone,

Your post makes medium-term planning sound like the most viable option. In particular you
noted how with long-term plans...funding can run out, or as time lags neglect can set-in. Thank
you for making me see another side to long-term planning. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)

Sep 8, 2018

" 

Totally agree with you about the fluidity of budget cycles.  I work for the state, and it's feast or
famine. Recurring dollars are more difficult to obtain, so often the only way to "save"
something:  a project, a position, etc., is by applying for and receiving non-recurring funding. 
It's a battle half won, because it only fixes the immediate needs without regard for long-term
solutions. 
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One way around this is to use non-recurring funds for emergency needs and continue to apply
(beg) for recurring funds.  The problem there is that the emergency has been temporarily fixed
and it can be more difficult to show the urgency of the situation.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 6, 2018

Edited by Krista Van Laan (https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788) on Sep 6, 2018 at 11:24am

# Reply 

" 

There was a lot of material to absorb this week! I’m still trying to take it all in.

Short-term plans have an advantage of being what they call “low-hanging fruit” in the corporate world –
something you can do immediately at a relatively lower cost or effort, which makes a noticeable difference. I
would imagine that’s a disadvantage, too; the plan proposes to spend money and time on something that
does not yet have a context.

I believe that long-term planning is ultimately the most effective and ultimately is what is responsible for
making the big changes, plus providing the context and environment around the shorter term changes. It
would seem that actions that take longer to achieve also have greater sticking power. Successful preservation
means not only making changes to an area, but also changing the way the public interacts with that area,
something that can take time. However, the long-term plan is obviously the most at risk since so many things
can change—funding, public interest, and government, to name just a few.

Although I thought of medium-term planning as just something that bridged the gap between long- and
short-term plans, maybe the potential disadvantages of the above two give the medium-term plans a greater
advantage, as they have a relatively lower cost and timeline but the potential to achieve the lasting effects of
long-term planning.

I would think it’s necessary to provide a definition up front of what the timeline is, especially how long the
"long term" is at which point the overall plan is seen to be successful. And the short term would need to be
defined, too--is it six months or six weeks?   

The Corning City-Wide Action Plan did a nice job of laying out short-term, medium-term, and long-term
plans. Since we know that Corning’s Market Street area is a preservation success story, the plan is a useful
model.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I had a lot of the same thoughts you did. While long term planning is ideal, the "low hanging
fruit" is sometimes all that can be done when you take into account available resources, public
interest, funding, etc. I hadn't considered the fact that a longer term plan may be higher risk.
The factors that allow a long term plan to go into action are not always stable for the entire
course laid out by the plan. So really a long term plan requires its own set of considerations:
what do we do if the funding suddenly dries up? What if a law or regulation changes that
impacts our plans? What if public interest in the project ebbs? It really has to be an evolving
set of goals as opposed to a rigid plan.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Yes! It seems necessary to build flexibility into a long-term plan--to account for the "what-
if" situations that can occur. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 6, 2018

" 

All of these time frames are important when it comes to planning. Short term seems mainly to be
the response to some kind of crisis which seeks to mitigate the effects and stabilize the resource.
Medium term planning acknowledges these crises and seeks to determine the cause and identify
ways in which the danger to the resource might be prevented in the future. Long term planning
also seeks to accomplish this, but from what I gathered in the readings, it tends to incorporate
potential threats beyond the immediate danger and predict future incidences in order to prevent
them.

One of the more pressing concerns we can take as an example is global warming. A short term
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response to this might be the emergency response to the flooding of an historic building in order to
save any artifacts or furniture that would be damaged and mitigate the damage to the building.
Obviously the necessity of any kind of emergency response is not ideal, so while short term
planning like an emergency response plan may be necessary, it is not the most effective in terms
of prevention. Medium term planning might involve decisions relating to how the flooding might be
prevented from doing damage in the event that it happens again, but long term planning
recognizes that the cause of the flooding is a larger issue and attempts to predict the intensity and
frequency of these incidences in the future. To me, that is the most effective course of action.

A real-world example of this involves a project carried out by a company I used to work for. An
historic lighthouse was in danger of toppling into the ocean due to the increased ferocity of storms
hitting the island on which it was built. This was eroding the beach at an alarming rate and
destabilizing the land on which the lighthouse was sitting. The organization responsible for the
preservation of the lighthouse recognized this and had an environmental assessment carried out
which concluded that the lighthouse should be moved back from the cliff within a year or it would
go over the edge. This sparked a fundraising effort resulting in the archaeological survey of the
area that would be impacted and eventually the incredible process of physically lifting and moving
the lighthouse backward. It is an excellent example of both environmental and preservation
planning, but I'm not sure it can be considered long-term planning. Which it should keep the
lighthouse safe for a few decades, we know that climate change will only increase the frequency
and severity of weather impacting the island. Long term planning might include much larger
preventative measures such as rebuilding the shoreline (which comes with its own environmental
implications) or eventually even removing the lighthouse from the island altogether. This is not
ideal in terms of preserving a sense of place, but there's only so far you can move back from an
island's shoreline before you hit the other rapidly eroding shore. 

This problem is similar to those faced by the city of San Francisco in its preservation of the historic
buildings at Ocean Beach. Perhaps the issue is, as posited on the US/ICOMOS website, that
historic preservation is overlooked when considering our collective response to climate change.
But perhaps individual preservation organizations need to incorporate long term responses into
their own planning systems as well, ideally with the help of environmental planners. However, one
factor which I imagine prevents many smaller organizations from carrying out longer term plans is
the exorbitant cost of most of them. It cost millions of dollars to move the lighthouse I mentioned,
but for a small historic house museum the cost of even having an assessment completed may be
prohibitive. Realistically, short and medium term solutions may be all some groups can afford. So,
while long term planning may be the most effective, it is not always the most feasible.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)Sarah Curry

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)

Sep 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I love your example of climate change. We need to take immediate action, but we also need to
look outward, 25, 50, 100 years. Is preservation work really preservation if it only solves the
problem for a few years? We can't know the future exactly, but how can we use the tools at
our disposal to have a more far-reaching impact? Thanks for your insights!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 10, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Exactly! We can use what we know for now to try and prevent the need for emergency
responses.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)

Sep 8, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I don't think this is the example to which you are referring, but the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse
in North Carolina made such a move.  It was hotly debated here, but in the end, the move to
higher inland ground is the only reason the lighthouse is still standing.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 10, 2018

" 

It was Gay Head Light on Martha's Vineyard, but I'll have to look up the Cape Hatteras
move. It would be interesting to compare methods and outcomes between the two.
Unfortunately, this problem is going to be a more frequently occurring one over the next
several decades for all kinds of structures and resources. I know that in places like Alaska
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and Scandinavia a lot of salvage archaeology is taking place right now because artifacts
and sites are tumbling out of the permafrost! Scary stuff. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)Dona Daugherty

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I like that you brought up cost as a factor. I imagine it is often the biggest hurdle when
determining a plan.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)Sarah Curry

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)

Sep 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Many organizations have vision statements, or statements of what the world will look like if the
organization achieves its highest purpose. Such broad, long-term statements can guide the day-
to-day decisions of those working at the organization. However, vision statements alone are
insufficient. Mission statements describe the program or product, or what the organization will do
to achieve its vision. Mission statements more clearly define the short-term expectations for an
organization. As a nonprofit or company would be lost without both vision and mission statements,
preservation planning needs to consider both long-term and short-term goals.

Long-term planning can provide the vision--a revitalized downtown or a thriving arts district. A 20-
or 30-year plan can establish these goals. Short-term planning breaks down the projects into
manageable pieces. Passing facade restoration grants or creating partnerships with other
stakeholders are projects that can take less time and contribute to the vision of the long-term plan.

Of course, relying too heavily on one or the other can lead to issues. Long-term planning can be
too abstract or unrealistic. On the other hand, short-term planning and action without an
overarching goal can result in haphazard design and self-created difficulties later on. A blend of
both short- and long-term planning is necessary for affection preservation planning. As in pretty
much everything, you have to know where you are going and how you are going to get there.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 7, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I like your comparison between mission and vision statements and short and long-term
planning. Like the statements are to a healthy non-profit, both types of plans are integral to an
effective preservation program. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 10, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Great point. There needs to be a balance between more easily achievable goals to keep
momentum going, but without an overarching idea of the trajectory of the project for the future,
I could see these projects meandering away from the goals of the plan.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921991)Jean Cooper

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921991)

Sep 7, 2018

" 

What term should we plan for?  The easy answer would be to say well, all of them.  But that would
be flippant and ignore the challenge that lies behind the question.  I'm going to approach this from
my town: a community that I have been born into, run away from, and returned to find myself
playing an increasing larger role in the preservation of and sometime the lone voice noting the
massive demolition we just faced over the last couple of months.  Short term planning is best as
an assessment tool.  List the historic stock, the parts that make the community unique and draw
people in.  Look at the needs of business owners, residents, and the people using the space. 
Medium range planning should incorporate and embellish the discoveries made in short term
planning.  Are the heritage resources being tended to for preservation and attraction?  Finally long
range planning should include disaster planning (a if this happens, what next); projections of
economic impact; and a sense of keeping the next generation attracted to your place.

Ok, now back to my town of Lombard.  I have watched a renaissance of my downtown area unfold
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# Reply 

over the last 10 years.  In just the last couple of years, I have seen our massive mall losing major
anchor retailers (goodbye Montgomery Wards & Carsons) and seen the management company
struggle to restructure the building to create a sense of a walkable "downtown" retail market.  But
at the same time, our town government and a business group began to close off the downtown
streets for special events like a craft fair in the spring and a final fling of the summer with a
massive concert.  As a result of more people coming to play and shop, restaurants began to thrive.
New boutiques have opened up and older stores have revamped their spaces.  My historical
society has put together a couple of pub crawls and we're rewriting a walking tour.  Three buildings
have been added to the local landmark list.  Several older buildings, not in good shape, have been
demolished and mixed use residential and commercial spaces have gone up.

I truly believe that we have accomplished this turnaround in our unique downtown corridor
because business owners and the local government saw that a need had arisen for a downtown
space that was historic, unique, and vibrant.  While we can't force the the property owners into
preserving every inch of terra cotta ornamentation, we can show them tax benefits over a longer
term and other incentives to maintain the historic look.  I also think that a long term strategy
depends on checking the economic temperature regularly and adjusting plans accordingly.  So
which is the most advantageous time frame?  I believe it's a solid win with all three time frames
and a good plan in place that can be adjusted for changes.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I've noticed this renaissance in several small towns, and I completely agree that it has to be a
collaboration between local business owners and the local government. I worked on a
community planning project for a declining community this summer, and while my team put in
many hours creating a plan, I feel as if our efforts were nowhere as successful for the time and
money invested as what local business owners were doing, because they lived in the
community and had direct impact on the community. 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

" 
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# Reply 

Absolutely, of course, the growth rate also is something to consider. For example, I live in
Williamson County Texas, which is one of the fastest growing cities in the nation. If we don't
do short term planning now, there will be nothing left when we need to implement the long
term plan! 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)

Sep 8, 2018

" 

Long term goals are necessary, but 5-8 year plans seem to the happy medium based on the
readings and my interpretation.  For example, 15-20 year plans for something like a historic site
has more disadvantages than advantages. These sites may be administered by a state office, and
may not have the visitor volume as does a national park. Given the fluidity of some key
foundational elements to any plan, site administrators would need to shift priorities in order to stay
relevant and ensure adherence to the overarching goals.

Case in point, the Wilton House Museum plan seemed optimal in that it formalized goals, which
can be long-term and carry over into the next planning period, yet elaborated on focus areas to
advance those goals. The plan states that the focus areas are given the highest priority given their
transformative potential and include such areas as preservation and collection management,
finance and development and accessibility.  I very much like this structure because these areas
can change suddenly depending on politics, major funding changes and technological
advancements.  In my opinion, a useable, successful plan is one that works – all the time. A plan’s
time frame and structure must be flexible within boundaries for it to remain true to its overarching
goal while allowing the flexibility to change with the times and be successful.

I was somewhat surprised that the NPS plan for the Fort Vancouver National Historic Site appears
to have taken 8 years to compile, and yet its lifespan is only 15-20.  Granted, a fair bit of work was
already completed prior to its inclusion in the plan, but if we spend 5+ years on a 15 year plan, we
are doing something wrong.  By the time we’ve published the plan, funding and accessibility tides
may have shifted completely, possibly leaving us with a plan we can’t work. 

I’ve not worked in a park but have volunteered at a historic site. My perspective may be skewed!
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# Reply 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)Dona Daugherty

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I like your point about staying relevant and having flexibility in a plan to do so. The medium
term plan does seem like a better option than I first thought after reading your response.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Flexibility - definitely! If a place is changing really fast then we have to act more quickly, if
it is not, then we have more time! 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 10, 2018

# Reply 

" 

That's a good point! It depends on the resource. It all seems to be quite a balancing
act between immediate need and the desired ultimate outcome of a particular project.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)Elizabeth Kostrub

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)

Sep 8, 2018

" 

The advantage of short term planning is it is something that can be done quickly and efficiently
since it refers to something more like getting the authority to update a structure (like a historic
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building). While strength is also something that I feel can be the drawback. When people plan
things for the short-term things can get overlooked which can allow for loopholes. It also doesn’t
consider future issues. It’s all about the present day. Medium term planning takes place over
several years like that in Corning District Historic Market Street where they are constantly
preserving and updating. Long term planning takes place many years (10 plus).   I like the idea of
long term planning because the planning is so much more in depth. It gets the whole community
involved and requires everyone to not just focus on the here and now but to also think about what
effect the future may have on it and vice versa.  Medium term planning is something that I think is
the most effective for the here and now because it allows for community involvement and plans for
the future. It’s efficient when it comes to rescuing historic neighborhoods and allowing them to be
preserved and the residents not forcibly removed.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)Sarah Dolly

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I like how you referenced the Corning District, they are such a good example of Medium Term
Planning. I also feel it's most effective because it allows for the inclusion of future plans. I also
really love how you considered the residents of historic neighborhoods while preservation
efforts are taking place.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)Ann Wilkinson

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)

Sep 9, 2018

" 

Assessment is the key to this question of how to prioritize planning. Typically we say that planning
for the long term prevents redundancy in spending and a stalling out of preservation efforts; long
term planning seems like the natural answer. But I would argue that this question must be
individually answered by an assessment of the individual cultural property first and foremost.

There are advantages and disadvantages to planning for each term: short, medium, and long. The
advantage with short term planning is the community and investors see immediate results. Short
term plans often help in increasing interest in the project or aiding fundraising for the project.
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Sometimes there is a need to "piggyback" on popular trends for a short term influx of visitorship or
donations. One example would be when Disney released its animated full length film entitled
"Pocahontas". Although the film itself was a fictional story that used/abused historical characters,
places like Gravesend in England were able to "cash in" on the short term by amping up their
marketing of their town as the location where Rebecca Rolfe, nee' Pocahontas, was buried. By
leaping in with the short term goal, a tremendously broad market was reached very quickly, which
led to the creation of a sister city relationship with Chesterfield County in Virginia and annual
guided tours, thus fostering long term goals and potential plans in the end. Short term planning is
often necessary in mitigation situations, where a cultural property is either going to be lost or
saved. A short term plan can save a property, so that it exists in the future to make medium or long
term plans for! These two examples of advantages of short term planning should be weighted
heavier, but even so, the disadvantages would probably outweigh the advantages in sheer
number. So much can go wrong with short-sighted efforts. Two major disadvantages come quickly
to mind. If not enough research is conducted a place might be misinterpreted, or the significant
elements might not be recognized leading to accidental compromising of the integrity of a structure
or place's historic integrity. A short term plan could lead to a lull in funding, re-use, and/or
manpower leading to redundant investment down the line and essentially a loss of the initial short
term plan investment. Long term planning has the advantage of time, forethought, and (ha!) actual
planning! Many advantages result. Long term planning can insure that structural mitigation or
salvage measures and modernizations for re-use and codes, are done in such a way that the
historical integrity are minimally impacted and suit the larger-end of predicted capacity for future
visitorship. In long term planning, research can be thorough and broad, insuring that if public
attraction is in the works that various viewpoints and experiences can be expressed in rotating
exhibits or signage, and surprise pop-culture markets (as mentioned above) can be quickly
accommodated. In long-term planning funding such as endowments or collaborative grants sought
with other similar places of cultural heritage can be pursued and to some extent banked on. Many
grants require long term plans. There are disadvantages to long term plans. First of all, sparse
visible results. If the long term plan begins with deep structural  and interior utility or septic work,
there is no visual reward for the first few years of effort, essential as that work may be, and
perhaps in that time momentum of community interest dips, and small donations drop off entirely.
Another risk of long term planning comes into play especially on public lands. In a situation where
political influence and government funding can sway radically one way or another, if the long term
plan does not take into account the political calendar and there is a dependence on sustained
funding from the government, that funding could disappear overnight and the long term plan finds
itself in debt and at a precarious stage of preservation. Similarly, long term plans have a tendency
to be reliant on single individuals, and should they leave the picture the plan is at a loss. Here we
find ourselves looking at the medium-term plan. Ideally, a medium term plan shares some of the
advantages of each the short and long, and hampers the risks and disadvantages of both as well. 
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I will argue that a medium term plan is often ideal. A medium term plan can highlight long term
goals while addressing short term immediate needs. It can keep the financial aspect of preservtion
alive. It can maintain community engagement  while developing long-term relationships with
potential contributors (volunteers, skilled craftsmen, financial donors, educators). Many grants can
be written as "Phase I" and "Phase II" projects, perfect for not getting to far ahead of yourself and
not being able to match funds or meet mandatory goals of a particular grant. Medium term is not
exciting, but it can be marketed as exciting to the short term visionaries as well as the long term
visionaries, while being manageable by those in charge of the preservation effort itself.

Ideals are rare, though. Site assessments must happen at the outset and periodically thereafter. A
long term plan might be functioning well but a site assessment could highlight immediate short
term needs that must be prioritized over or incorporated into the established plan. Similarly, a short
term mitigation, when assessed could be found to be in the path of future highway construction in
twenty years' time, and decisions must be made accordingly.

This week Brazil's National Museum burned. The building was suffering structural decline and did
not have a working fire deterrent system. Not only artifacts were lost but an incredible linguistics
collection. What should have been a "transportable" cultural heritage had no off-site storage of
back-up copies of these linguistic recordings. The medium-term plan of trying to maintain under
current political and financial circumstances failed, and a failure to generate emergency short-term
plan funding for the museum combined with the lack of a long-term plan to produce copies and off-
site storage resulted in a massive, final, cultural extinction.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Brazil's National Museum burning...devastating. :-(

 

I completely agree with your assessment of the lack of planning to try to maintain the "state of
good repair" or even being at code to help recover from disaster. While we think we here at
the U.S. are above that, sadly, I'm afraid we have many facilities that would succumb under
the same fate. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)David Kieser

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)

Sep 10, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Ultimately, short term planning is an engineering function for solving an immediate problem.
Never had it lead to a lull funding. Fundraising is an expectation that is never realistic. It is
always mentioned as a theoretical approach that never comes to fruition. Public Projects are
mostly funded through state and federal grant programs in reality.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)Ann Wilkinson

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)

Sep 11, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thanks for your real world input, David. I did not know that there were definitions for short
medium and long term planning (any reference by chance to one of our linked
resouurces?). I am an archaeologist, and I do know of two non-profit operated sites with
public aspects, first-hand, that collect a significant amount of money from fundraising
efforts. It takes a lot of dedicated work and volunteer hours to make their fundraising goals
successful. Most places do not have such a wealth of ready man-hour resources, very
true.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)David Kieser

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)

Sep 11, 2018

# Reply 

" 

In Urban Planning courses at Indiana University we were taught specific definitions
for short, medium and long term planning horizons. The textbook references fail me at
this time.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)Dona Daugherty

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)

" 
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The advantage of short term is that it allows for a faster response especially for time sensitive
issues. However, short term planning limits research and input from interested parties, and as a
result, concerns and future issues are not addressed, possibly leading to bigger problems.
Medium term planning sounds like a good way to balance the two but may not be adequate in
many cases. Planning should be decided on a case to case basis and would likely need to
incorporate both short term and long term strategies. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)David Kieser

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

In pure urban planning medium range planning is an assessment phase only. It is not
necessarily a link between short term and long range planning. These various range terms all
have different goals and objectives.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

To me, mid -term is the catch all for what you couldn't fund but wanted to and what your
long range plan says you should fund, so it is the "up next" for funding category! 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)Sarah Dolly

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)

Sep 9, 2018

" 

Planning over time is done in order to preserve sites and maintain their safety and integrity. This
planning however can become limiting. Plans made too far in advance may not fully account for
future community needs or may be limiting in their plans for preservation/restoration. 
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I feel the most effective plans for preservation are the ones that not only preserve the existing site,
but are flexible enough to make accommodations for later changes. These accommodations could
include structural plans, visitor or residential needs, or natural resource and emergency
management. Plans need to flexible for these because they can change over time, for plans to be
successful they need to take these items into consideration.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)Evelyn McGill

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I think of planning as a process, so each of the three time frames are just part of a continuum.  In
fact in the best possible scenario all three stages of planning should be developed at one time,
with allowances for modifying the plan as necessary.  Preservation is a long term process and
short term goals should be formulated not only to "put out fires", which is of necessity in many
situations but also provides the framework for developing long term planning goals. Short term
planning is necessary to begin the process, and in the case of endangered resources probably
has a time constraint.  Short term goals begin the process, and medium and long term goals
provide the structure and incentive for continuing the preservation goals.  For that reason I would
have to say that neither is more effective, they are just different aspects of the same process.   An
advantage of short term planning, is that organizations  can usually  muster  enthusiasm for a new 
cause, but that  it is also its disadvantage. Enthusiasm can die, and medium and long term
planning provides the structure and plans for the resources  to continue the effort once the
individual enthusiasm has been tempered. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Your answer of planning time frames being a continuum is actually the answer that would win
the hearts of all planners! Good job! 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6885048)Cameon Eisenzimmer

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6885048)

Sep 9, 2018

" 

Planning in the short term is beneficial due to the high turnover of elected officials and the nature
of our economy. To plan in the short term also creates a sense in the community that the elected
officials are listening to their input and actively striving to make changes for the better.
Unfortunately, this short term planning can also create headaches and obstacles by failing to take
into account the wear and tear on infrastructures and buildings. If planners are only looking at the
short term, what could have been fixed or easily dealt with in one to five years, could cost 10x as
much in eight years or perhaps degrade past the point of salvage.

Planning in the medium term is beneficial for being able to line up multiple projects to maximize
project potential and minimize project cost. If you know that a water main will need to be replaced
in eight years, the sewer replaced in ten years, but the road replaced in four years, it makes more
sense to replace everything at one time instead of staggering everything out and replacing the
road three different times. This could also be true of subdivisions. In addition, if a community is
planning on utilizing state or federal dollars or grants, those monies take time to get approved and
passed back to the local level. On the other hand, some economic windfall (i.e. oil boom) may
drop a lot of tax dollars within a community and those medium term plans can be fulfilled right now.
If the community only has a medium term plan, they may miss the opportunity to fund necessary
project.

I believe that overall, long term planning is difficult to assess. There are so many changes at the
local, state and federal level, that would have an impact on any type of long term planning. In
addition, the rate of turnover in positions of power could be in the dozens. What one elected official
sees as the future of a community in twenty years, is highly unlikely to be the same future as the
elected official four years later.

In Dalton's article, it mentions that planners average six years in a position, and future forecasts
suggest that individuals may have a dozen or more different jobs during their careers.

This is going to make it difficult to plan beyond the short or medium term. Plus, it makes it difficult
for the planner to get caught up to speed on current political and socioeconomic issues within the
communities they serve. For example, in Historic Preservation, Flooding Threats are Community
Resilience Drivers, they mention forming a collaborative planning team and utilizing community
planners, resilience officers, as well as budget officers. From an urban planning perspective, once
a natural disaster such as a flood occurs, plans aren't separated into short, medium, or long term.
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They are separated into immediate need, funding available, and fifty years and beyond.

 My city had a devastating flood in 2011. It ruined over 5,000 structures, displaced more than
11,000 residents, and cost upwards of $2 billion. The initial gutting of homes and getting people
moved back in took 24 months. We just broke ground on the first phase of flood protection, that's 7
years after the fact. The entire flood protection project will not be completed for another 30-40
years. In the 7 years since the flood, our city has been through 3 principal planners,  3 city
managers, and 2 disaster resilience gram program manager and chief resilience officer. All of this
has taken place in a city of less than 50,000 people. It's hard to image what it would be like in
larger communities.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I love your statement about the short-term of political positions. So very true...and so hard to
keep a long-term strategy afloat with political changes every 2-4 years! 

 

On flooding, I'm in the FEMA Unified Federal Review Team and even a year after Harvey and
Irma/Maria, we are just now mobilizing funding for projects to rehab damaged sites. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Sep 9, 2018

" 

I am a planner so of course my opinion is that we plan for all of those - short, medium, and long
term.  The short term is more likely to have funding so it is very important to have those short term
plans...the specific short term plans or design plans that help to ensure the immediate needs are
met. The advantage to short term plans is that you can assign funding to them and it is reasonable
that short term funding can be met in a short term time period. The disadvantage is that by looking
at things in the short term, the things that are not fundable and a longer term view are not realized.
For example, short term improvements may be the rehabilitation of a bridge with some
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strengthening whereas a long term solution for the bridge might be the need for a new deck. Not
planning for both improvements, could result in long term needs being unmet. The short term
plans are more real, more easy to obtain. The long term plans are the larger policies that a
government needs to set, like whether or not tax credits should be assigned to projects or not, and
these need to be able to feed the short term improvements. The disadvantage to a long term plan
is that often these plans are focused only on policy and not on implementation and funding.

The mid term plans are the kind of that area that is in the middle. Like things that just couldn't be
funded in the short term, but things that are still guided by the long term. Take for example
Transportation Planning. The federal requirement is that we have a 20 year long range
transportation plan, we also have a requirement for a 5-year fiscally constrained plan, so what is
left ends up in the 10 year transportation plan that kind of ques up what will be brought forth in the
5-year fiscally constrained plan. 

I feel like the long range plan is the most important because this is where the broader policies are
set, without the long range plan, then you can't set forth a short term plan with the longer term
vision. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Sep 9, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I completely agree and of course the involvement of the public helps to garner support and
therefore funding for a project. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6889534)Meghan King

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6889534)

Sep 11, 2018

" 

        When one thinks about historic preservation, often times it comes across as something that is
long term and not necessarily something that would happen quickly, or only for a short period of
time. It is important to remember that there are varying time lengths when it comes to preservation
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efforts, or the things they can accomplish. Most commonly, we think of long term solutions. These
are beneficial in the fact that they provide a greater time frame to protect and/or restore a heritage
resource. However, this also presents one of the main disadvantages of long term goals - they are
long term, making modification to them challenging. I think it is important to keep in mind that there
are quite a few instances where "short term" preservation attempts are a good choice. Often times,
it simply may not be possible to have the funds or other means to main a long term preservation
effort, instead only being able to ensure portions at a time. This allows for the best to be done at
the time, and also allows for changes to be easily made when needed. It also allows for updates to
be made when new innovations or regulations are put into place, a process that would be much 
tedious if dealing with a long term action. With how quickly statues and other regulations are
changed these days, short term plans seem to be more advantageous, though personally I feel
they should be supported by long term plans, to serve as a "bigger picture" reminder. Short term
plans do have the disadvantage of losing sight potentially of a larger goal, focusing on the
instantaneous reward rather than the future possibility. As a pair, they are the most effective,
though on their own I believe short term are, if one had to choose, more effective due to the ease
in making changes when necessary. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)Elizabeth Kostrub

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)

Sep 13, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I really like your point about supplementing the long term preservation goals with the short
term preservation goals. You've raised good points for short term planning that show how
valuable short term planning really is, especially in areas with low funding.
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